
The future of business and 
commerce: the coming 

opportunities and challenges of 
rapid digital transformation

Download the slides later today at www.futuristgerd.com 

http://www.futuristgerd.com




We are at a pivot point



Rapid digital transformation in all sectors of society



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

“Continuing acceleration of 
exponential technologies 

riding on top of Moore's law” 
Peter Diamandis



Mobile. Mobile. Mobile. Mobile. Mobile. Mobile



E-M-P-O-W-E-R-M-E-N-T



E-M-P-O-W-E-R-M-E-N-TE-N-S-L-A-V-E-M-E-N-T





‘3 Billion new minds’



Data 
Media 

Content 
Information 

Knowledge…? 
Intelligence…?



Human-Machine Evolutions: Type.Speak.



Human-Machine Evolutions: Type.Speak.Gesture.Blink.Think



Soon, really immersive technologies will even more 
dramatically change what we can ‘see’ and ‘experience’

@gleonhard



Information, Data and ‘Knowledge’ Explosion



Knowledge Economy  |  Experience Society

http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/10/buy-experiences/381132



Twitter: @gleonhard

via mashable.com

Don’t be fooled just because truly intelligent 
technology was mostly pretty foolish until now

SayHi App

http://mashable.com


"We will be surrounded by computational power. So for average people, for 
average users and consumers, you will be living in a world where you are 
essentially living in a computer, where you are surrounded by intelligence” 

reuters.com Oct 29 2013 Brian David Johnson INTEL Futurist

http://reuters.com


Various kinds of cloud-based machine 
intelligence will become the new normal

Volvo’s self-parking car, via Youtube



Connected Intelligent Real-Time Everything



Online-Offline convergence: all is real-life now!



Dramatic evolution of human-machine ‘relationships’



Via iO9.com

http://iO9.com


Welcome to ‘HellVen'



Google knows more about you than your wife or husband



The #1 Internet ‘HellVen’ issue





Machine-Thinking



ICT SectorsEducation

Cultural Industries

Tourism

Natural  
Resources

Technology



Convergent outcomes create constant opportunities

Cloud computing + camera phones + mobile devices + social media + online 
payments + ‘trusting strangers’ + economic incentives + cheap airline tickets ++



Industry definitions and borders are dissolving



In this coming networked society, what could T&T’s role be?





From a focus on natural resources (oil & gas) to a focus on 
knowledge, data and technology, culture, experiences and services





Cultural Industries 
& Creative Services

Cloud Computing, Hosting & ‘Big Data’ Services

Virtual IT Services

Digital Education & Training

Telemedicine

Digital Money & Financial Services

Tourism

Many others

Exponential technological progress will soon allow global participation 
and value creation to - and from - almost any connected location*



Tokyo Metro by Ole Reismann

Yet, mastering transformation is all 
about culture, not (just) technology





The new oil is not a physical resource…



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Data is the new, ubiquitous fuel for commerce



But Big Data without Big Ethics and strong social contracts will backfire

Video via Cognizant (Youtube) Code Halo



Entirely new kinds of businesses, fuelled by data 
and a kind of (hypothetical) ‘super-intelligence’



Powerful, digitally native intermediaries everywhere



THIS COULD HAVE HUGE 

(UN)INTENDED CONSEQUENCES

Source Flickr:   http://www.flickr.com/photos/tjblackwell/5328104477/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tjblackwell/5328104477/




Data. Information. Knowledge. Wisdom.  Human Intelligence.

Video by IBM via youtube



What chances does a small country have in this future?

Velocity 
Unorthodoxy 
Collaboration 
Anticipation



Transform your country’s future by adding new ‘digitally 
native’ values around the core: “fail fast, fail cheap, try again”







Leaders must go at least one step beyond the obvious



Think Digitally Native, Disruptive, Exponential



Locked LiquidLoose

The Future is Liquid. Networked. Collaborative. 
Resilient. Real-Time. Interdependent.



Interdependence is the new normal

Clip via Tiffany Shlain ‘Connected the movie’

Culture  
& Media ICT SectorsFinancial Services

Education
TourismEnergy

Politics & Policies



Exponential technologies plus ‘exponential’ focus on humanness



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Algorithms ‘Humarithms’☯





Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Being in the moment: Offline is the new luxury!

http://www.slideshare.net/oscaruro/jobs-of-the-future-31332319?qid=0d12d81d-3ed7-421d-8ff2-3356be128bdd&v=default&b=&from_search=8

http://www.slideshare.net/oscaruro/jobs-of-the-future-31332319?qid=0d12d81d-3ed7-421d-8ff2-3356be128bdd&v=default&b=&from_search=8




Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Summary and key take-aways

1. We’ve reached a pivot point: exponential opportunity-challenges are 
ahead. Be aware of ‘closing windows’, discover new openings 

2. Essential: humanize technology, enshrine user control, develop 
digitally-native standards and ‘digital ethics’. Beware of HellVen. 

3. To prosper in a networked world, allow fast failure, think 10x, liquid! 
4. Data is the new oil: knowledge & experience economy opportunities 



Thanks for your time! 
Now, let’s talk


